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Dans ses écrits, un sàge Italien Dit que le mieux est l’ennemi du bien.

—Voltaire

INTRODUCTION

Fair Trade is an important tool in the pursuit of sustainability. It is a way of doing business that builds equitable, long-term partnerships between consumers and producers throughout the world. Fair Trade provides a stepping stone toward a just and sustainable economic system that ensures that people get paid a fair wage for their work. In short, Fair Trade moves businesses along the path toward sustainability.

The Fair Trade movement has grown substantially in recent years, bringing both blessings and challenges. This Article discusses the current movement toward the mainstreaming of Fair Trade.
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1 VOLTAIRE, LA BÉGUEULE: CONTE MORAL (1772). Literally translated as “in his writings, a wise Italian says that the best is the enemy of the good,” Voltaire’s phrase is often paraphrased as “don’t let the perfect be the enemy of the good.”

2 The term “fair trade” is sometimes used by writers in its plain language sense of “fairness” without reference to the Fair Trade movement. See, e.g., JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ & ANDREW CHARLTON, FAIR TRADE FOR ALL 67–68 (2005); Kevin J. Fandl, Bilateral Agreements and Fair Trade Practices: A Policy Analysis of the Colombia-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, 10 YALE HUM. RTS. & DEV. L.J. 64, 64, 73, 80, 81 (2007); John Stencel, Free Trade Versus Fair Trade, 36 DENV. J. INT’L L. & POL’Y 349, 349, 366 (2008). In this Article, the term “Fair Trade” is capitalized to clarify that it refers to the movement.

The good news is that Fair Trade is becoming more widely known and sought out by consumers, and Fair Trade goods are offered by increasing numbers of companies, including multinationals. However, this has led to a major split among Fair Trade advocates. The “transformers” focus on the needs of producers and want to stay close to the origins of Fair Trade. Their goal is to link farmers to eaters and craftspeople to purchasers through noncorporate partnerships. A second view is that of the “reformers,” who prefer to work within existing business structures. They focus on building volume so that Fair Trade can help as many producers as possible.

Part I of this Article defines Fair Trade, provides a brief history of Fair Trade, and discusses its value. Part II discusses the motives of companies that sell Fair Trade, including original mission-driven companies as well as major corporations that have recently added Fair Trade goods to their product lines. Corporate participation is a step toward the mainstreaming of Fair Trade. However, it also contributes to a splintering of the Fair Trade movement. Fair Trade USA has separated from the Fairtrade Labelling Organization (“FLO”) because Fair Trade USA is choosing a different approach to the entry of conventional sellers into Fair Trade. Additionally, competing programs called Direct Trade, Direct Fair Trade, and others have entered the marketplace. Some of them avoid certification programs while promoting goals similar to those of Fair Trade. A few have created their own certification programs. Therefore, this section discusses the problems that arise from this divergence from the original mission-based model for sellers. Part III identifies problems in Fair Trade and discusses possible new directions for the movement. Those possibilities include action by producers, consumers, non-governmental organizations, and government. Part IV examines possible new directions, explains why

4 See infra notes 211–26 and accompanying text.
5 Id.
6 Id.
7 Id.
8 Id.
9 Fairtrade is spelled as one word by the organization. See FAIRTRADE LABELLING ORGANIZATIONS INTERNATIONAL E.V. CONST. pmbl. and defs., May 25, 2007.
10 Direct Trade and Direct Fair Trade are capitalized to indicate that the terms have specific meanings among those who use them to label their products. See Direct Trade Criteria, INTELLIGENTSIA COFFEE, http://www.intelligentsiacoffee.com/content/direct-trade (last visited Apr. 9, 2013); Direct Fair Trade, LEVEL GROUND TRADING, http://www.levelground.com/about/direct/ (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
some options should be rejected, and recommends steps to help Fair Trade progress.

The Fair Trade movement needs time to develop. Therefore, consumer education should be expanded and transparency should be increased. All Fair Trade organizations should follow the example of those that currently provide complete information about their supply chains, including the identities of all suppliers and intermediaries. They should also reveal exactly how much of the purchase price goes to each member of the supply chain. While the government should support Fair Trade, it should refrain from creating its own certification program. The various participants in Fair Trade have important roles to play as the Fair Trade movement develops: consumers, producers, businesses of all sizes, and even government. The government’s role, at this point, should be limited to facilitating the development of Fair Trade and similar programs. Fair Trade has come a long way since its post–World War II origins, and, if its development is facilitated and nurtured, it has the potential to help make trade more just and fair for millions of people throughout the world.

I. THE NEED FOR FAIR TRADE, DEFINITION, AND ITS VALUE IN PURSUIT OF SUSTAINABILITY

Fair Trade originated in Europe with grassroots, ground-up action by individuals and groups in the aftermath of World War II. Fair Trade began around that same time in the United States, although it was not embraced as quickly and extensively in the U.S. Since its inception, Fair Trade non-governmental organizations (“NGOs”) have articulated the goals and practices of Fair Trade and created working definitions of Fair Trade. They have also formed organizations that certify Fair Trade goods and membership organizations for retailers that are committed to Fair Trade.

A. The Need for Fair Trade

Fair Trade helps producers around the world gain access to markets that would otherwise be closed to them and pays them a fair price for their product. For example, coffee is the second most traded commodity on Earth. Yet, coffee farmers who sell through traditional channels receive

---

13 Id. at 1, 3.
14 Id. at 1–3.
15 Id. at 3.
16 Caroline Winter, Another Reason to Hate Global Warming: Lousy Coffee, BLOOMBERG
only a small portion of the total price paid by consumers.17 Coffee farmers in Guatemala and other developing countries work long hours, often hiking an hour or more to reach their plots of land.18 According to the human rights organization Global Exchange, farmers in Guatemala typically receive about thirty-five to forty cents per pound if they sell their coffee to intermediaries, traditionally the only market available for their crops.19 For those farmers who find ways to export directly to the international market, the price is sixty to seventy cents per pound.20

B. Definition

A widely accepted definition of Fair Trade was compiled by FINE, a consortium of four major Fair Trade networks that work together to educate the public about Fair Trade: FLO, the International Fair Trade Association, the European Fair Trade Association, and the Network of World Shops.21 FINE states, “Fair Trade is a trading partnership, based on dialogue, transparency, and respect, that seeks greater equity in international trade.”22 The partnership is not a legal agreement among countries like a free trade agreement. Instead, it is a voluntary partnership among producers, sellers, and consumers. FINE says:

Fair Trade [o]rganizations, backed by consumers, are engaged actively in supporting producers, awareness raising

---

19 See Fair Trade Farmers in Guatemala, GLOBAL EXCHANGE, supra note 17.
20 For further discussion see Farmers in Guatemala, GLOBAL EXCHANGE, http://www.global exchange.org/fairtrade/coffee/cooperatives#6 (last visited Apr. 9, 2013). For further discussion of the value of Fair Trade, particularly as it promotes sustainability, see infra text accompanying notes 63–80.
21 FINE is an acronym for the names of the member organizations: FLO; the International Fair Trade Association, which is now the World Fair Trade Organization (“WFTO”); the Network of European Worldshops (“NEWS!”); and European Fair Trade Association (“EFTTA”). FINE, ECONOMY-POINT.ORG, http://www.economypoint.org/f/fine-40087.html (last modified July 13, 2011). The acronym does not coincide directly with the four named organizations because of name changes in recent years.
and in campaigning for changes in the rules and practices of conventional international trade. Fair Trade products are produced and traded in accordance with these principles—wherever possible verified by credible, independent assurance systems.  

FINE supplements its definition of Fair Trade with five basic principles which can be summarized as follows:

- Fair Trade organizations are committed to Fair Trade as their core mission. This includes financial and technical support to producers and campaigning for changes in conventional international trade.
- Fair Trade is created through a partnership based on dialogue, transparency and respect.
- Fair Trade improves trading conditions by ensuring fair prices for products, helping with pre-harvest and pre-production financing, and making long term commitments.
- Fair Trade secures producers’ and workers’ rights.
- Fair Trade promotes the process of sustainable development.

These principles are put into action through specific practices, which are described below.

C. Three Ways to Identify Fair Trade Products

1. Certification Programs

The FINE definition is cumbersome and not particularly helpful for a consumer selecting a product from a retailer’s shelf. Therefore, certification processes have been developed to help consumers identify goods

---

24 For the definition, see FAIR TRADE DEFINITION AND PRINCIPLES, supra note 22.
25 See id. FINE explains the emphasis on sustainable development as follows: “Process of sustainable development[,] To promote long term improvements in the economic and social opportunities of small producers and wageworkers and in the environmental practices of their organisations . . . .” Id.
26 Bowes, supra note 3, at 4–5.
that meet high standards for Fair Trade. In 1988, the Max Havelaar Foundation launched the first Fair Trade certification system. The program created a Fair Trade label and sold fair trade coffee to supermarkets in the Netherlands. The program gave disadvantaged producers a fair price for their coffee and enabled them to sell their products in a mainstream market.

In the 1990s, the Max Havelaar Foundation and several other organizations with similar goals formed FLO, a “certification umbrella mandated to apply and monitor Fair Trade standards worldwide.” Today, FLO operates worldwide as a standard-setting body and Fair Trade certification organization. FLO owns the rights to the FAIRTRADE Certification Mark, which can be used on products that meet FLO’s requirements. FLO links member organizations in at least twenty-four countries and owns the rights to the “Fairtrade” Certification Mark. Fairtrade Canada is the FLO-authorized label in Canada. Additionally, Fairtrade International is creating a legal presence in the United States and Fairtrade Canada will be integral to this project. In addition to labeling entities, FLO members include regional producer networks in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, and Latin America. In turn, the networks are comprised of

28 Id. Max Havelaar was a fictional character who was an advocate for coffee farmers. For detailed information about the Max Havelaar Foundation, see MAX HAVELAAR, http://www.maxhavelaar.nl/faq/what-max-havelaar-foundation-doing?destination=english &backtitle=FAQ’s (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
29 See DECARLO, supra note 27.
30 Bowes, supra note 3, at 4. Fair Trade has received limited attention in the legal community; authors of previous articles have focused on Fair Trade coffee. See, e.g., Jill Draeger, Perking up the Coffee Industry Through Fair Trade, 11 MINN. J. GLOBAL TRADE 337, 337–38 (2002).
31 DECARLO, supra note 27.
groups including small-scale producers and workers. Additionally, there are marketing organizations in Korea and the Czech Republic, and FLO also has an associate member in Mexico. Actual certification takes place through the international certification company FLO-Cert, which is owned by FLO but operates independently.

The number of products that can be certified is increasing rapidly. At the present, the Fairtrade Foundation, based in the United Kingdom, licenses the use of the Fairtrade Mark for over 3000 products which meet international Fairtrade standards. Certification is available for foods such as coffee, tea, chocolate, cocoa, fruit, rice, beer, and wine. Additionally, thousands of non-food products can be certified including cosmetics, clothing, homewares, toys, flowers, and sports balls.

2. Membership Organizations

For handicrafts, musical instruments, and many other products, certification is not available. Therefore, a second kind of Fair Trade organization provides an alternative, offering membership to sellers that meet stringent Fair Trade standards in their operations. These include the World Fair Trade Federation (“WFTF”), which operates in most of the World, and the Fair Trade Federation (“FTF”), which operates in the

---

38 See Bringing Fairtrade to Market, supra note 34.
40 For a concise description of the certification process, see Bowes, supra note 3, at 7.
44 Id.
United States. The two organizations work together closely to evaluate applicants. Members may sell both Fair Trade–certified goods as well as non-certified goods that are produced under conditions specified by the WFTF and FTF.

The World Fair Trade Organization (“WFTO”) operates in seventy-five countries and represents over 450 organizations, and the FTF is the North American Affiliate of the WFTO. Both organizations evaluate Fair Trade organizations based on their commitment to and implementation of Fair Trade principles. Membership is limited to organizations that demonstrate full compliance with WFTO principles. Members ranging in size and type from small cooperatives to major companies offer well-known brand names. The companies that meet WFTO requirements are placed on a list called the FT100. The WFTO’s members represent the entire Fair Trade supply chain: from production to sale.

In addition to offering membership to sellers of Fair Trade goods, the WFTO and FTF work to educate the international trade community about the need for Fair Trade. This work includes advocating Fair Trade before international organizations such as the G8.

---

47 Id.
48 See WFTO & FLO, supra note 23.
49 Id.
52 Find Members/Verify a Claim, WORLD FAIR TRADE ORG., http://www.wfto.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=6&Itemid=37 (last visited Apr. 9, 2013) (“Monitored Fair Trade Organizations are those organizations that have been through [the WFTO’s] monitoring process and are eligible to carry the WFTO logo.”).
53 See, e.g., id.
54 See IFAT Votes WFTO, supra note 51.
56 See Welcome to the Source of Authentic Fair Trade, supra note 55.
57 Id. “The G8 is made up of the seven most powerful economies of the world, (United States, Japan, Germany, France, UK, Canada, Italy) and Russia. Together they form a very powerful and influential . . . group of nations.” Anup Shah, G8 Summits: Empty Promises Each Year,GLOBAL ISSUES, Aug. 25, 2008, http://www.globalissues.org/article/720/g8
3. Informed Consumer Decision-Making in Response to a Seller’s Self-Declaration

Finally, consumers sometimes find products that are labeled “fair trade,” yet the product is neither certified, nor is the seller a member of the FTF or WFTF. In the absence of certified products or verified membership in one of those groups, consumers face a complicated decision-making task. In some instances, a product may be labeled in another way such as Direct Trade, Direct Fair Trade, or Partnership Coffee. First, a consumer must become familiar with the principles and practices of Fair Trade and decide which ones are important to him or her. Then, the consumer must seek information about each product he or she buys to verify that it is made and delivered in accordance with those principles and practices.

Below are characteristics of Fair Trade certification requirements that an informed and motivated consumer can use to recognize Fair Trade goods. Investigation of all of these criteria would require substantial efforts by a consumer, but some may be easier to explore than others. Also, some may be more crucial to an individual consumer as compared to others.

First, Fair Trade promotes fair wages for producers, while recognizing that what constitutes fair wages depends on conditions in the producer’s country and region. Sometimes, Fair Trade organizations set wages, and, in other instances, they set minimum prices for products. For example, producers of Fair Trade–certified coffee are guaranteed a minimum price for the product, regardless of market fluctuations. This information can be made readily available to consumers, although few sellers do so.

---

59 For discussion of programs that share similar goals and practices as compared to Fair Trade, see supra notes 14–23.
60 See DECARLO, supra note 27, at 119–21 (discussing a “Fair Trade Wage Guide”).
61 See 10 Principles of Fair Trade, supra note 51.
Second, Fair Trade eliminates or reduces the number of intermediaries. Consumers can visit a company’s website for information about how much is paid to each party in the supply chain from the producer to the retailer. This matters, but it is suggested that the number of intermediaries is not as crucial to the consumer as is the information about how much of the purchase price is actually paid to the producer.

Third, Fair Trade emphasizes long-term working relationships between producers and buyers. Long-term relationships provide stability for workers and help maintain communities and families. Traders that use the FLO label must use long-term contracts for their purchases from farmers. It is challenging for a consumer to find this information unless the seller reveals it in an accessible place such as the Internet, yet this is important information in light of labor abuses around the world.

Fourth, Fair Trade goods are often produced by worker-owned cooperatives or collectives. The collectives and cooperatives distribute social premiums in addition to Fair Trade prices for their product. They decide how to use the funds in their communities for projects to meet community needs for infrastructure, health care, education, or similar endeavors. A consumer should seek information about similar funding provided to producers beyond the price of goods or wages.

64 For discussion of Fair Trade coffee prices, the price paid for coffee sold to buyers on the street, and one company’s Direct Trade pricing, see infra notes 163–68.
65 DAVID RANSOM, NO-NONSENSE GUIDE TO FAIR TRADE 25 (New ed. 2006).
68 NICHOLLS & OPAL, supra note 63, at 34–35.
69 Id.
70 FLO has increased the premium for Fair Trade coffee over time. See Not Just Nickel and Diming: The Social Premium Makes Fair Trade Different, FAIR TRADE USA (Mar. 21, 2007, 10:16 PM), http://fairtradeusa.org/get-involved/blog/not-just-nickel-and-diming-social-premium-makes-fair-trade-different. In 2007, FLO raised it from $0.05 to $0.10 per pound. Id. As of November 2011, the premium was $0.20 per pound. FAIRTRADE LABELLING ORGS. INT’L, FAIRTRADE MINIMUM PRICE AND FAIRTRADE PREMIUM TABLE 2–3 (Nov. 21,
Fifth, Fair Trade certifiers typically guarantee workers the right to collectively organize and form trade unions.\textsuperscript{71} FLO ties this to International Labor Organization (“ILO”) conventions on freedom of association.\textsuperscript{72} Additionally, Fair Trade emphasizes safe and fair working conditions.\textsuperscript{73} FLO’s certification requires “adherence to [ILO] conventions related to . . . freedom from discrimination [and] minimum work, occupational health and safety conditions.”\textsuperscript{74} This criterion is difficult for consumers to investigate.

Sixth, Fair Trade prohibits inappropriate use of child labor.\textsuperscript{75} Again, FLO ties this to ILO conventions.\textsuperscript{76} Fair Trade advocates acknowledge, however, that some child labor may be appropriate in the workplace, such as when a child assists his or her parents in a family business after school.\textsuperscript{77}

Seventh, Fair Trade sets out norms of “fairness” by requiring that benefits be shared democratically.\textsuperscript{78} One mechanism is the required payment of social premiums to producers’ organizations; these payments are in addition to the price paid for the goods.\textsuperscript{79} FLO requires that small producers form associations such as cooperatives, and these associations determine how the premiums are to be used.\textsuperscript{80} For example, the social premium for coffee is typically twenty cents per pound and goes to local development projects such as schools, health centers, and roads.\textsuperscript{81} In fact, some go beyond the requirements of Fair Trade certifiers by paying increased social premiums and raising funds for major needs such as water treatment and schools.\textsuperscript{82}

\textsuperscript{71} Ransom, supra note 65, at 24–25.
\textsuperscript{72} Raynolds & Long, supra note 66, at 19.
\textsuperscript{73} Ransom, supra note 65, at 25.
\textsuperscript{74} Raynolds & Long, supra note 66, at 19.
\textsuperscript{75} Ransom, supra note 65, at 25.
\textsuperscript{76} Raynolds & Long, supra note 66, at 19.
\textsuperscript{77} The children of Fair Trade producers in Nicaragua often work within the family business after school. Fair Trade prices enable parents to keep their children in school. Extra income allows families to buy books and uniforms and pay fees charged by public schools. See Interview with Francisca Caña, Producer of Fair Trade Ceramics, in San Juan de Oriente, Nicar. (Sept. 25, 2007) (on file with author); Interview with Yamileth Pérez, Director of Artisan Program, Esperanza en Acción, in Estelí, Nicar. (Sept. 28, 2007) (on file with author).
\textsuperscript{78} Raynolds & Long, supra note 66, at 19.
\textsuperscript{79} Ransom, supra note 65, at 25.
\textsuperscript{80} Raynolds & Long, supra note 66, at 19.
\textsuperscript{81} The premium is greater if the product is both Fair Trade and organic certified. Fair Trade Minimum Price and Fair Trade Premium Table, supra note 70, at III. For discussion of increases in the coffee Fair Trade premium, see supra note 70.
\textsuperscript{82} For a discussion of the contributions of Higher Grounds and Dean’s Beans, both of which are Fair Trade coffee roasters, see Part II.D.
Eighth, Fair Trade facilitates access to credit for producers. Small producers in developing countries suffer because credit is either unavailable or available only at high interest rates. In Fair Trade agriculture, “importers generally have much easier access to credit than do developing country producers, [and] importers are required to pre-finance up to 60 per cent [sic] of the total purchase of seasonal crops.” In addition, some Fair Trade organizations offer small loans to their producers at little or no interest. For example, in 2009, the Fair Trade organization Esperanza en Acción, based in Managua, Nicaragua, began to grant micro-loans at no interest to assist its artisan groups.

Ninth, Fair Trade emphasizes transparency. A consumer can choose to buy from a seller that reveals extensive information about its practices including sourcing, working conditions, and how each and every penny received from the consumer is distributed to those in the supply chain. Note that many of these criteria depend on information that many Fair Trade–based companies reveal on their websites. These include information about social premiums, sourcing and payments to each member of the supply chain, and credit arrangements. If a consumer cannot find this information for a company that labels itself with the term Fair Trade, Direct Trade, or something similar, he or she might be advised to avoid purchasing from this company. A lack of transparency may indicate that the company is using “Fair Trade” as a marketing tool, rather than an indication of authentic commitment to the goals and practices of Fair Trade.

In the end, a consumer’s ability to find this information will be facilitated or thwarted by the transparency, or lack thereof, of all parties in the supply chain. This kind of investigation takes effort on the part of the consumer, but it can be made less cumbersome through use of labeling, websites, and even quick response (“QR”) codes facilitating connections.

---

83 Nicholls & Opal, supra note 63, at 19.
84 Id. at 7.
85 Id.
87 DeCarlo, supra note 27, at 53.
89 Id.
to materials available on a website. But, it would be a daunting task for even the most diligent consumer to seek information related to each of these characteristics of Fair Trade for each product he or she buys. Inevitably, a lot depends on trust. Therefore, later this Article discusses how trust and direct connections, whether local or across the globe, can facilitate decision-making by purchasers of goods whether they carry the words “Fair Trade” or some other label.

D. Fair Trade Promotes Sustainability

On the other hand, most consumers prefer something more efficient than the set of inquiries outlined above. It is much easier to look for Fair Trade certification or the words “Fair Trade” than to delve for information about each product and seller. Most people do not have the time to make such an inquiry for each purchase. Moreover, few sellers are so transparent that the information related to the nine criteria listed above would be easily accessed by a consumer. Thus, Fair Trade certification programs play an important role for those who wish to “vote with their dollars” each time they make a purchase.

1. Fair Trade as a Tool to Promote Sustainability

An underlying premise of this Article is that Fair Trade is a valuable tool to promote sustainability. Therefore, it is important to define sustainability, explain how sustainable action can be identified, and explain how Fair Trade illustrates such action.

2. What Is Sustainability?

A twenty-first century discussion of sustainability coincides with the centuries-old teachings of indigenous people of the Western Hemisphere.

---

91 See Part IV.F.
93 Id.
The Great Law of the Iroquois states, “[L]ook and listen for the welfare of the whole people and have always in view not only the present but also the coming generations, even those whose faces are yet beneath the surface of the ground—the unborn of the future Nation.”95

One of the most widely accepted definitions of sustainability was developed by the United Nations’s World Commission on Environment and Development, and published in Our Common Future in 1987, where it reaffirms the long-term perspective.96 The Commission defined sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”97 Many businesses and governmental organizations use this definition. For example, President Clinton’s Council on Sustainable Development used it in its 1996 report entitled “Sustainable America: A New Consensus for Prosperity, Opportunity, and a Healthy Environment for the Future.”98

3. The Triple Bottom Line

The World Commission’s definition of sustainability gives a starting point for discussion, but it does not provide specific metrics to guide daily actions by businesses and help observers identify sustainable business activities.99 Therefore, business managers and law makers have worked to identify the objectives of sustainability and articulate criteria that will help them identify actions that promote those objectives.100

The “Great Law of the Iroquois” can be paraphrased as follows: in all decisions, the impact of that choice on the next seven generations must be considered. Id.


97 Id. at 41.

98 President’s Council on Sustainable Development (“PCSD”), Sustainable America: A New Consensus for Prosperity, Opportunity, and a Healthy Environment for the Future 12–13 (1996); see also Molly Olson Harriss, Charting a Course for Sustainability, 38 ENV’T 10, 10 (1996) (discussing the PCSD report).


As they discuss sustainability, business managers and lawmakers are embracing the perspective of the Triple Bottom Line that includes economy, social equity, and environment.\textsuperscript{101} Businesses are realizing that sustainability involves the pursuit of long term viability, and that approach pushes them beyond a focus on traditional profit and loss statements.\textsuperscript{102}

Working with the United Nations Environment Programme ("UNEP"),\textsuperscript{103} a Boston-based non-profit organization called the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies ("CERES")\textsuperscript{104} developed a program called the "Global Reporting Initiative" ("GRI").\textsuperscript{105} The GRI program has become a benchmark around the world for measuring, monitoring, and reporting corporate sustainability efforts.\textsuperscript{106} Its reporting principles are used to produce a Triple Bottom Line report.\textsuperscript{107} The organization has also issued a series of over 140 indicators used to measure and evaluate performance.\textsuperscript{108} The metrics of the GRI cover all three legs of the Triple

---

\textsuperscript{101} Some writers speak of a fourth bottom line. See, e.g., JON HAWKES, CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT NETWORK VICTORIA, THE FOURTH PILLAR OF SUSTAINABILITY: CULTURE'S ESSENTIAL ROLE IN PUBLIC PLANNING (2001), available at http://burgosciudad21.org/adftp/Jon%20Hawkes%20-%20Fourth%20Pillar%20of%20Sustainability.pdf (arguing that culture should be a fourth category and that "a sustainable society depends upon a sustainable culture. If a society's culture disintegrates, so will everything else"). SOUTHERN AFRICAN FAITH COMMUNITIES' ENVIRONMENT INSTITUTE (May 4, 2012), http://safcei.org/introducing-a-4th-pillar-of-sustainable-development/ (explaining that other scholars assert that spirituality is a fourth leg and an important component of sustainability because it provides moral and ethical perspectives).

\textsuperscript{102} SAVITZ & WEBER, supra note 100, at 14-17.

\textsuperscript{103} For information about UNEP, see U.N. ENV'T PROGRAMME, http://www.unep.org/ (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).

\textsuperscript{104} Founded in 1989, CERES is a network of investors, public interest groups, and environmental organizations whose mission is to integrate "sustainability into capital markets for the health of the planet and its people." ABOUT US, CERES, http://www.ceres.org/about-us (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).


\textsuperscript{106} The concept for the GRI started in 1997 with the Boston-based non-profit Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economies ("CERES"). The CERES Principles, http://www.gdrc.org/sustbiz/cheres-principles.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013). The GRI's first Sustainable Reporting Guidelines were released in 2000. HISTORY, GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE, supra note 105. Since that time, the GRI guidelines have gone through into second and third versions based on the feedback of companies using the guidelines. Id. As of 2006, the organization began its "G3" guidelines. Id. SAVITZ & WEBER, supra note 100, at 210-11.


\textsuperscript{108} Id.
Bottom Line. Economic measurements under the GRI cover, for example, sales, profits, return on investment, taxes paid, monetary flows, and jobs created. The social equity leg is measured by looking at criteria such as labor practices, community impacts, human rights, and product responsibility. The environmental leg is evaluated according to criteria including air quality, water quality, energy used, and waste produced.

The system is modeled after Generally Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP"), which were established as a way of codifying, simplifying, and unifying disparate and occasionally conflicting accounting methodologies. The GRI guidelines help an organization manage its overall impact on the [Triple Bottom Line], as it can improve the quality and transparency of sustainability reporting and provide a reasonable and balanced presentation of performance.

4. Fair Trade Promotes the Three Legs of the Triple Bottom Line

John Bowes, formerly a leading manager of the Co-op, a major Fair Trade retailer in the UK, points out that to meet Fair Trade standards, "Producers . . . have to demonstrate that they are adhering to specific economic, environmental and social standards." Without specific reference to the phrase "Triple Bottom Line," he is nonetheless referring directly to its three legs.

E. Fair Trade’s Progression Across the World

Fair Trade is spreading across the world. One leader in the Fair Trade movement estimates that currently more than seven million people in the developing world benefit from it.

108 Id.
109 Savitz & Weber, supra note 100, at 214.
110 Id.
111 Id. at 213.
112 Id. at 212.
113 Id. at 212.
114 Dennis M. Gawlik, A Common Language, INSIDE SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 34, 35 (June 2009).
115 Bowes, supra note 3, at 6.
116 Id.
117 Id.
118 Id. at 2.
1. Europe and Great Britain

In Europe, the Fair Trade movement began post–World War II through the efforts of church-based organizations called Alternative Trading Organizations ("ATOs"). Leaders in Europe included the Sales Exchange for Refugee Rehabilitation and Vocation ("SERRV") and Oxfam. They focused on "social justice and equity in commercial relations." The groups purchased products, most of which were handicrafts, from low-income producers in war-torn Eastern Europe and developing nations, and sold them directly to consumers.

Gradually, the Fair Trade movement shifted its emphasis on recovery from war to efforts geared toward alleviating poverty in underdeveloped countries. In their early days, ATOs established World Shops throughout Europe. The shops eliminated intermediaries, giving consumers reassurance that a greater portion of the prices paid for goods would go to producers as compared to conventional sales. World Shops were designed to help remedy inequitable distribution of wealth and opportunity under the prevailing world trade system. Additionally, the World Shops' efforts focused on reducing the gap between Northern Hemisphere consumers and southern producers. For example, Twin Trading promoted cooperative

---


122 Raynolds & Long, supra note 66, at 16.

123 Id.

124 "World Shops" is a European label for Fair Trade shops. See MILES LITVINOFF & JOHN MADELEY, 50 REASONS TO BUY FAIR TRADE 43 (2007).

125 Murray & Raynolds, supra note 121, at 7. The authors refer to "Third World" nations; however, the preference in this article is to use the phrase "developing nations." See id.
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relationships between the North and South by connecting UK consumers with producers in Vietnam, Cuba, Nicaragua, and Mozambique.

Today, Fair Trade is moving into the everyday lives of consumers in the EU. The Commission of the European Communities states in a 2009 report entitled, “Contributing to Sustainable Development: The Role of Fair Trade and Nongovernmental Trade-Related Sustainability Assurance Schemes,” that Fair Trade enjoys a high level of customer recognition and a significant presence in much of the EU market. This is especially true in the UK, where it is reported that seven in ten households purchase Fair Trade goods.

2. The United States

Paralleling developments in Europe and the UK, the Fair Trade movement in the United States also began post–World War II. The Mennonites and the Church of the Brethren, churches known for their work toward peace, began importing crafts from refugees, producers in developing countries, and low-income people in depressed communities through their respective ATOs. The Brethren worked through SERRV, and the Mennonites worked through SELFHELP: Crafts of the World, an organization now known as Ten Thousand Villages. In their early days, both sold goods through churches, holiday fairs, and not-for-profit stores called Third World Shops. Currently Ten Thousand Villages is a major...
force in Fair Trade retailing in the United States, selling goods through a network of Ten Thousand Villages retail stores, hundreds of “Alliance stores,” and short-term events called “Festival Sales.”

In the 1980s, groups such as Equal Exchange and Friends of the World joined the movement as a way to show their political solidarity with cooperatives and social movements. Some were non-profits, as were the earlier ATOs. Friends of the World created a division called Coop Trading and began to import what they called “ethical” coffee to the U.S. for the first time. Equal Exchange was the first for-profit ATO, selling Fair Trade coffee and other foods. Its focus was highly political, thus differing from the earlier faith-based initiatives.

Gradually, a network evolved, leading to the North American trade association called Fair Trade Federation (“FTF”). And, in 1999, the FTF’s educational division was moved to a separate nonprofit organization called the Fair Trade Resource Network (“FTRN”). To this day, it is the world’s only Fair Trade non-profit that is exclusively devoted to Fair Trade education.

3. Other Countries

Today, Fair Trade has spread throughout the world. In Latin America, the Bolivarian Alliance for Peoples of the Americas (“ALBA”) was formed in reaction to the proposed Free Trade Area of the Americas. The Alliance currently includes Antigua, Barbados, Bolivia, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, and Nicaragua. ALBA is committed to food security and Fair Trade (called Comercio Justo in Spanish).  
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The Fair Trade movement has been spreading throughout the world with increased sales volume and numbers of producers.\textsuperscript{148} Currently, FLO certifies 827 Fair Trade producers in fifty-eight different countries, representing 1.2 million farmers and workers.\textsuperscript{149} Fair Trade certification has expanded from its origins working with coffee producers in Latin America to include programs certifying products from around the globe.\textsuperscript{150} FLO now certifies products made in Ghana, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Madagascar, China, India, Kazakhstan, Indonesia and many others.\textsuperscript{151} These producers are linked through three producer networks based on region: Fair Trade Latin America and the Caribbean ("CLAC"),\textsuperscript{152} Fair Trade Africa\textsuperscript{153} and the Network of Asian and Pacific Producers ("NAPP").\textsuperscript{154}

II. MAINSTREAMING OF FAIR TRADE AND SPLINTERING OF THE FAIR TRADE MOVEMENT

In recent years, Fair Trade products have started to move into mainstream commerce.\textsuperscript{155} In connection with this movement, much dissent has arisen regarding the purpose of Fair Trade and the terms under which mainstreaming is or would be desirable.\textsuperscript{156} The tensions and divisions

\textsuperscript{149} Facts and Figures, FAIRTRADE INT'L (FLO), http://www.fairtrade.net/facts_and_figures.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
\textsuperscript{150} About Fair Trade, Fair Trade and You, FAIRTRADE INT'L (FLO), http://www.fairtrade.net/fairtrade_near_you.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
\textsuperscript{151} Id.
\textsuperscript{152} Coordinadora Latinoamericana y del Caribe de Comercio Justo ("CLAC"), Producer Networks, FAIRTRADE INT'L, http://www.fairtrade.net/clac.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013). CLAC was officially registered in 2004.
\textsuperscript{153} Fairtrade Africa, Producer Networks, FAIRTRADE INT'L, http://www.fairtrade.net/afn.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013). By May 2011, Fair Trade Africa had over 260 certified producer organizations in 26 different countries located in the Middle East and Africa. Id.
\textsuperscript{154} Network of Asian and Pacific Producers ("NAPP"), Producer Networks, FAIRTRADE INT'L, http://www.fairtrade.net/nap.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013). NAPP was registered in 2005 and currently has ninety-six producers.
\textsuperscript{156} Id.
came to the attention of the U.S. public in September 2011, when Fair Trade USA announced that it would end its affiliation with FLO as of December 31, 2011.\footnote{Id.; see also Press Release, Fair Trade USA, Fair Trade USA Resigns Fairtrade International (FLO) Membership (Sept. 15, 2011), available at http://www.fairtradeusa.org/press-room/press_release/fair-trade-usa-resigns-fairtrade-international-flo-membership.} Therefore, this section will discuss reasons why companies have entered the Fair Trade market in the past and why they are doing so today. It will also discuss current tensions and divides within the movement and why a proliferation of labels and certifications is challenging for members of the public.

A. **Differing Reasons Why Companies Enter the Fair Trade Market**

Companies enter Fair Trade for various reasons. Originally, Fair Trade market entry was mission-based with a focus on giving a hand up to small producers.\footnote{See Neuman, supra note 155.} Many Fair Trade sellers maintain that commitment, but a new form of Fair Trade has arisen that is market-driven.\footnote{Id.}  

1. **Mission-Driven Origins**

Fair Trade was initially developed as a way to help impoverished producers of coffee and handicrafts.\footnote{Id. at 3–4.} A small number of mission-driven activists worked to create a new trading model.\footnote{Id. at 4.} That new model would give small farmers improved access to markets as well as a fair price for their products.\footnote{Id. at 5–6.} The program focused on self-development of producers, to enable them to protect themselves from exploitation.\footnote{Rudi Dalvai, *The Metamorphosis of Fair Trade*, FOR A BETTER WORLD (2012), http://fairworldproject.org/voices-of-fair-trade/metamorphosis-of-the-fair-trade-movement/.}

2. **Fair Trade and Businesses with Similar Missions Purchased by Conventional Businesses**

Some mainstreaming is being accomplished through acquisitions of Fair Trade companies by major conventional businesses. There is the potential for a conflict of interest between the ethically based company and the acquiring conventional company. For example, in 2008, the Coca-Cola
Company ("Coke") purchased a forty percent share in the Honest Tea Company, which sells only organic ingredients. Coke acquired the remaining shares in the company in 2011, although it is reported that the founder, Seth Goldman, bought back a significant part of that interest. Coke reports that it has kept Honest Tea’s high ethical standards. Nevertheless, these companies’ philosophies result in drastically different public stances on important issues. For example in 2012, California voters considered Proposition 37, which would have required retailers and food companies to label all products made with genetically modified ingredients. The proposition was defeated. Major food companies including Monsanto, The Hershey Company, and Coke contributed millions in an effort to defeat Proposition 37. Thus, Coke was opposing legislation that would require transparency with regard to GMOs. Many of Honest Tea’s customers were upset with Coke for this opposition to a proposition that would have merely given the public information about the content of their product. This conflict of values illustrates the hazards involved when a conventional business acquires a company committed to values of Fair Trade, organics, or both.

3. Major Corporations Add Fair Trade to Their Product Lines

In recent years, major corporations are moving Fair Trade into the mainstream by adding one or more Fair Trade products to their existing offerings. Products include major commodities such as cocoa, chocolate, and coffee. This mainstream is driven by the “ethical demands” of consumers and has been accompanied by increased emphasis on certification programs. The certification programs focus on guarantees to
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consumers that workers are not exploited during cultivation or production processes. This is a shift away from the mission-based Fair Traders who continue to partner with and work to help marginalize small producers.

a. Chocolate and Cocoa

The cocoa and chocolate markets are particularly important to Fair Trade advocates because of the long history of abuse of child labor and slave-like conditions in African countries, especially in the Ivory Coast, the world’s largest supplier of cocoa. Fair Trade pricing in cocoa markets is also highly significant because the cocoa market is historically known for its volatility in pricing.

Cadbury, a company known for its commitment to corporate social responsibility (“CSR”), announced in 2009 that it was going to move to Fair Trade sourcing for Dairy Milk, the most popular chocolate bar in Britain. In the Fair Trade movement, Cadbury’s decision was viewed as bringing something to the movement rather than taking a “free-ride” for the sake of its own image. This was a major step in light of the fact that Fair Trade chocolate was viewed as being fixed on small, premium brands such as Green & Black’s. Cadbury is a leader in mainstreaming because it has dealt with complex concerns about meeting consumers’ tastes, providing value, and dealing with the need for volume. To meet its concerns, especially those related to supply chain sustainability, Cadbury entered the Cadbury Cocoa Partnership. The partnership focuses on cocoa farmers,
working to reduce poverty rates, reduce social inequity, and give farmers improved market access. This project carried Fair Trade further into mainstream business when the even larger multinational company, Kraft, acquired Cadbury in 2010. David Croft, director of Conformance and Sustainability for Cadbury, and Alex Cole, former Corporate Responsibility Director for Cadbury, describe this takeover as swift and successful. Part of this integration included Kraft’s decision to integrate its existing work with the Rainforest Alliance with Cadbury.

On the other hand, this integration should be watched carefully. At least one report reveals problems. About twenty executives from functions including supply chain, sales, legal, and finance have resigned since the integration began, including their CEO, CFO, and Chairman. Observers note that business decisions are taking up to a month instead of two or three days, creating inefficient operations.

Other chocolate companies have joined the movement. In the UK and Ireland, Nestlé began using Fair Trade cocoa in four-finger KitKats as of January 2010. Whatever Nestlé’s motivation might be, this has the potential to improve the lives of at least some small cocoa farmers. Nestlé purchases about ten percent of the world’s cocoa, one-third of which it gets from the Ivory Coast. The Fair Labor Association studied Nestlé’s practices and concluded that it needs to make greater efforts to avoid use of child labor in the Ivory Coast, because about eighty percent of the cocoa it gets from that country comes from a standard supply chain which lacks transparency.
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Hershey, a U.S.-based chocolate company, responded to pressure from non-governmental organizations such as Stop the Traffik. The company surprised observers in October of 2012 with its announcement that it will use only Fair Trade–certified cocoa by 2020. This will be a significant accomplishment in light of the fact that, as of 2012, only 0.5% of Hershey’s chocolate was Fair Trade–certified. Interestingly, Hershey’s announcement came one day after Whole Foods stopped selling Scharffen Berger chocolate, a Hershey’s brand, because of Hershey’s reluctance to work toward ending its use of child labor. Just as Cadbury faced supply challenges, so will Hershey. Antonie Fountain, director of Stop the Traffik, observed, “I hadn’t expected them to do this. Until this year, Hershey seemed to be impervious to public pressure. It’s a good first step. The question is; how are they going to do it?”

b. Coffee

Several mainstream retailers have added Fair Trade coffee line. Walmart now offers two certified Fair Trade coffee lines. Green Mountain Coffee, which is sold in supermarkets throughout the country, offers 100% Fair Trade Coffee. Dunkin’ Donuts is a leader among coffee shops.

195 See id.
198 Hershey Stuns Critics with Commitment to Source 100% Certified Cocoa by 2020, supra note 182.
Since 2004, it has used 100% Fair Trade-USA certified coffee in its espresso-based beverages.\(^{203}\)

Starbucks has entered the Fair Trade market, too.\(^{204}\) Its participation seems to be directly related to public demand. Starbucks started to serve all Fair Trade coffee in its espresso-based beverages in England and Ireland, and in March 2010, the company switched to Fair Trade coffee for those same beverages in Europe.\(^{205}\) In the United States, eighty-four organizations joined forces and wrote an open letter to Starbucks to encourage it to sell Fair Trade–certified coffee.\(^{206}\) They also helped organize twenty-nine demonstrations across the country.\(^{207}\) In October of that year, Starbucks introduced whole-bean Fair Trade coffee in over 2300 stores.\(^{208}\) Grassroots organizers are still working to convince Starbucks to offer brewed coffee and espresso throughout the United States.\(^{209}\) Starbucks purchased 428 million pounds of coffee in 2011; of that amount, 367 million pounds (86%) followed Starbucks Coffee and Farm Equity (C.A.F.E.) Standards.\(^{210}\)

B. Fair Trade USA Splits from FLO as Mainstreaming Gains Momentum

1. Conceptual Differences: Reformers or Transformers

One perspective is that of the “transformers,” also referred to as the “traditional” Fair Trade advocates.\(^{211}\) They focus on protecting farmers
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\(^{204}\) Press Release, Fairtrade Int’l (FLO), 100% of Starbucks Espresso in Europe to Be Starbucks\(\textsuperscript{TM} \) Shared Planet\(\textsuperscript{TM} \) and Fairtrade Certified (Sept. 10, 2009), http://www .fairtrade.net/single_view1.html?&cHash=310933d202&tx_ttnews[backPid]=361&tx _ttnews[tt_news]=111.
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\(^{210}\) Responsibly Grown Coffee, STARBUCKS.COM, http://www.starbucks.com/responsibility /sourcing/coffee (last visited Apr. 9, 2013) (explaining that C.A.F.E. applies the following standards: product quality; economic accountability, including providing information about how much money goes to local farmers; social responsibility, including assurances of safe, fair, and humane working conditions; and environmental leadership).
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and craftspeople, who were the intended beneficiaries during the early
days of Fair Trade.\textsuperscript{212} The transformers want to link farmers to eaters and
craftspeople to purchasers through noncorporate partnerships. They fear
that if corporations sell a small portion of their product line as Fair Trade,
they will take advantage of the good name of Fair Trade to cast all of their
products in a favorable light.\textsuperscript{213} Some commentators assert that the ben-
efits of Fair Trade decrease as they “trickle down” from conventional com-
panies to producers.\textsuperscript{214}

Another view is that of the reformers, who want to work within
existing business structures.\textsuperscript{215} This is called a “market-oriented” approach
to Fair Trade.\textsuperscript{216} Reformers argue that corporations should be brought into
the Fair Trade system, even if with just one product, and that later they
can be convinced to increase Fair Trade’s share of their product line.\textsuperscript{217}
They focus on building volume so that Fair Trade can help as many pro-
ducers as possible.\textsuperscript{218} The reformers are associated with Fair Trade labeling
through certification systems.\textsuperscript{219} One commentator adds,

Fair Trade’s sharpest challenge comes from the rise of
“market-driven” corporate buyers who may meet audited
certification requirements, but otherwise advance main-
stream business practices fostering competition and inten-
sive buyer control, causing a shift in network relations from
partnership to traceability.\textsuperscript{220}

In some cases, Fair Trade advocates view mainstreaming through
the market-oriented approach as highly positive in spite of its shift from
the emphasis on partnership with small producers.\textsuperscript{221} They believe that
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the entry of major companies into Fair Trade will assist millions of impoverished people around the world.\textsuperscript{222} One Fair Trade leader comments,

\begin{quote}
As fair trade has moved into the mainstream it has inevitably involved businesses in the distributive industries that have been drawn in by its commercial potential rather than by any commitment to its social and trading goals. On the positive side this has enabled fair trade to grow rapidly. On the negative side, it is obvious that many of these businesses would just as rapidly switch out from fair trade in a downturn as they have switched into it during its growth cycle. They are simply partners of convenience.\textsuperscript{223}
\end{quote}

Others, however, viewed this as “sleeping with the enemy.”\textsuperscript{224} One Fair Trade advocate notes that mainstreaming is beneficial in some ways, but comes with downsides.

Where once alternative trade was ethical from initial production through distribution to final purchase, it was now mixed with commercial trade. Fair trade products were clearly certified, but whether .1\% or 100\% of a company’s sales were fair trade, the company could still promote themselves as a fair trade company. Thus, a whole product line could benefit from the halo effect of having one or two fair trade products, and consumers had no way to tell how dedicated a company was to fair trade.\textsuperscript{225}

Critics of this shift toward meeting market demands list major concerns. For example, multi-ingredient foods and personal care products often carry a Fair Trade certification seal but have a low overall content of certified Fair Trade ingredients.\textsuperscript{226} Critics also object to mainstreaming of Fair Trade that ignores handicraft producers, who were among the original beneficiaries of Fair Trade.\textsuperscript{227} Additionally, certification of plantations is
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likely to marginalize small agricultural producers who were also originally intended to be the primary beneficiaries of Fair Trade.228

2. The Break-up: Fair Trade USA Leaves FLO

As of December 31, 2011, Fair Trade USA resigned its membership in FLO.229 This decision was attributed, in part, to its “Fair Trade for All” program which it asserts will double the impact of Fair Trade by 2015.230 At the heart of this program is Fair Trade USA’s plan to allow certification of plantations, first for coffee and later for cocoa.231

Fair Trade USA’s decision has split the Fair Trade movement, and increasing numbers of Fair Trade companies are switching from Fair Trade USA certification to certification by FLO or others.232 On its website, FLO lists over twenty-five well-recognized U.S. companies in the that are certified by FLO, some of which are long-standing Fair Trade companies while others are relatively new to the movement.233

Opposition to Fair Trade USA’s Fair for Life focuses on concerns about small producers and the Global South.234 Many Fair Trade advocates are deeply concerned that Fair Trade is being co-opted by conventional businesses that have entered Fair Trade for profit-based reasons, not based on the mission of Fair Trade.235 It has been observed that Fair trade’s record as it relates to hired labor or plantation operations, like tea and bananas has been anything but successful. In fact, the literature suggests that fair trade’s benefits miss the mark on plantations, undermining the
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presence of farmworker unions and ceding decision-making power to plantation owners and managers when allocating the fair trade premium.\textsuperscript{236}

This ceding of power to plantations is the antithesis of the origins of Fair Trade certification programs, which were developed to support and empower small-scale, marginalized farmers, most of who were organized through democratically governed cooperatives.\textsuperscript{237}

Opponents also assert that Fair Trade USA’s programs for multiple ingredient products allow “fairwashing.”\textsuperscript{238} In a draft policy, Fair Trade USA said it would lower Fair Trade content requirements to a minimum of twenty-five percent for a “whole product” seal and ten percent for an “ingredients” seal.\textsuperscript{239} In response to objections from over 2000 Fair Trade advocates, Fair Trade USA changed its draft to require ninety-five percent for the “whole product” seal.\textsuperscript{240} This is similar to organics products, which also allow for five percent for other ingredients.\textsuperscript{241} The revised draft also raised the standard to a minimum of twenty percent for the “ingredients” seal.\textsuperscript{242} The Fair World Project has called on Fair Trade USA to take several actions:

\begin{itemize}
    \item Set aside plans to certify coffee and cocoa plantations;
    \item Engage citizens in development of new standards and set up mechanisms for stakeholder review;
    \item Allow producer networks to participate on Fair Trade USA’s Board of Directors;
    \item Create a labeling scheme that does not allow a certifying seal on the front of the package unless the majority of the product is Fair Trade, that clearly identifies Fair Trade ingredients on the package front, and states whether the product includes plantation-grown coffee or cocoa; and
    \item Cooperate with FLO, the IMO, and other certifiers to set a “high bar” for Fair Trade certification.\textsuperscript{243}
\end{itemize}
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3. Fairtrade Canada to Assist in U.S. Market

Fair Trade USA’s decision to discontinue its affiliation with FLO has left a void with respect to certification of products in the United States.\footnote{Important Steps for Fairtrade in the USA, FAIRTRADE INT’L (FLO) (Mar. 16, 2012), http://www.fairtrade.net/single_view1+M543415be22c.html.} Therefore, as of March 2012, FLO started to develop a program that will enable companies to use the FAIRTRADE Mark in the U.S. market. Fairtrade Canada is integral to the transition.\footnote{Id.} During 2012–2013, Fairtrade Canada will assist U.S. companies that want to stay within the international FLO system.\footnote{Id.}

C. New Certifiers Enter the Fair Trade Movement

As a result of Fair Trade USA’s decisions, a number of leading mission-driven Fair Trade companies in the U.S. have changed to FLO certification.\footnote{Implications for Certification—Fair Trade USA Is No Longer a Member of Fairtrade International, FLO-CERT (Nov. 7, 2012), http://www.flo-cert.net/flo-cert/24+M5cd04135bc5.html.} One leader is Ben & Jerry’s, which is in the process of moving to all Fair Trade ingredients in its ice creams.\footnote{Press Release, Fairtrade International USA, Ben & Jerry’s Fortifies Fairtrade Effort: Ice Cream Maker Solidifies its Commitment with Fair Trade International’s Headquarters (Jan. 15, 2013), http://www.businesswire.com/news/benjerry/20130115006530/en.} Harriet Lamb, CEO of Fair Trade International, says,

Hats off to Ben & Jerry’s deepening commitment to the international Fairtrade system and how fantastic that US consumers will get to enjoy even more Fairtrade certified ice cream. . . . We believe in the power of the globally-recognized FAIRTRADE Certification Mark and internationally-agreed Fairtrade Standards; and we will work tirelessly with our partners and supporters to achieve our common vision of trade justice for farmers and workers.\footnote{Id.}

Lamb’s emphasis on trade justice for farmers and workers highlights the break between FLO and Fair Trade USA, much of which is based on Fair Trade USA’s decision to certify coffee plantations.\footnote{See Zinn, supra note 235.}
sellers have left Fair Trade USA because of its position on plantations. Among them, Dr. Bronner’s and Equal Exchange have switched to certification Institute for Marketecology’s (“IMO”) Fair for Life certification.

1. Fair for Life

Fair for Life was created in 2006 by IMO and the Swiss Bio-Foundation. Owned by the Bio-Foundation, Fair for Life was created as a response to the increasing demands of individuals in all niches of business organization. The Fair for Life Social & Fair Trade Certification Programme builds on the IMO’s experience since 1989 with organics certification. The organization set out to cover products, production situations, and trade relationships in ways that were not covered by third-party Fair Trade certifiers. To accomplish this goal, Fair for Life offers several social and Fair Trade certifications. The Social Responsibility Certification focuses on working conditions and internal structures for producer groups. The Social and Fair Trade Certification includes social standards and encompasses values of Fair Trade such as transparency, cooperation among trade partners, and social development of producers’ communities. The IMO also offers audits called Individual Performance Ratings to companies that want verification of their compliance with criteria set by privately run CSR programs. Thus, its certification covers more of the Triple Bottom Line than FLO or Fair Trade USA certifications.
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2. The Small Producers’ Organization

Small producers’ organizations ("SPOs") are especially upset with the way mainstreaming of Fair Trade is shifting attention away from small producers, who were the founders of coffee certification in the 1980s. In 2004, small producers banded together to promote common interests through CLAC. Today the organization includes over 300 cooperatives that produce coffee as well as honey, bananas, sugar, oil, and other foods in twenty-one Latin American countries.

In 2006, CLAC announced plans for a Small Producers’ Seal ("SPS") at a global Fair Trade conference, and in 2009 it established the Fundación de Pequeños Productores Organizados, Asociación Civil (Foundation of Organized Small Producers, a Civil Society, known in English as FUNDEPPO or the Small Producers’ Organization). The SPS was finally launched in 2010. The organization is devoted to increasing the visibility of small producers in the Fair Trade marketplace. SPOs will face a continuing struggle against high volume, big business. This can be attributed to a variety of factors including product pricing, lack of long-term purchase agreements, and inability to comply with existing Fair Trade certification standards.

3. Whole Foods—“Whole Trade”

The Whole Trade Guarantee is specific to Whole Foods, and that company’s entry to the Fair Trade market is another example of the proliferation of Fair Trade certification programs. It is not a major player because its program is solely for its own use. It is a participant in the Fair World Project ("FWP"). The FWP publishes For a Better World, a
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semi-annual magazine with articles that express the perspectives of various participants in Fair Trade, in an effort to help consumers decipher Fair Trade certification programs.\textsuperscript{271}

D. \textit{Fair Trade “Plus”}

Some mission-based Fair Trade companies go far beyond the requirements of their certifiers. Higher Grounds, based in Traverse City, Michigan, runs the Coffees for Change (“CFC”) program through which it partners with organizations in developing countries.\textsuperscript{272} Projects include Schools for Chiapas (in Mexico), the Chiapas Water Project (also in Mexico), Safe Passage (assisting children living in the Guatemalan garbage dump), as well as two projects in Michigan.\textsuperscript{273} Dean’s Beans invests in environmental initiatives as well as recycling.\textsuperscript{274} It addresses the social equity leg of the Triple Bottom Line through projects with its farming communities including a revolving loan fund to help farmers build wells in Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{275} It also partnered with a center in Nicaragua to create a coffee café and roaster that is owned and operated by a prosthetics clinic that provides free limbs to land mine victims.\textsuperscript{276} In Peru, Dean’s Beans partners with coffee growers to reforest sacred lands of the indigenous people.\textsuperscript{277}

E. \textit{Fair Trade’s Cousins: Direct Trade and Similar Options}

1. Direct Trade

The term Direct Trade is used by an increasing number of organizations that share similar goals with Fair Trade and many Fair Trade practices.\textsuperscript{278} One objective of Direct Trade is to get as many of the

\textsuperscript{271} See, e.g., \textit{For a Better World Publication}, \textsc{FAIR WORLD PROJECT}, http://www.fairworldproject.org/fairtradenews/for-a-better-world-publication/ (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
\textsuperscript{272} \textit{Our Mission}, \textsc{HIGHER GROUNDS TRADING CO.}, http://www.highergroundstrading.com/16/our-mission (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
\textsuperscript{273} \textit{Coffees for Change}, \textsc{HIGHER GROUNDS TRADING CO.}, http://www.highergroundstrading.com/3/coffees-for-change (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
\textsuperscript{274} \textit{About Us}, \textsc{DEAN’S BEANS}, http://www.deansbeans.com/coffee/aboutus.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
\textsuperscript{275} See \textit{What is People-Centered Development?}, \textsc{DEAN’S BEANS}, http://www.deansbeans.com/coffee/people_centered.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
\textsuperscript{276} See id.
\textsuperscript{277} See id.
\textsuperscript{278} \textit{Direct Trade}, \textsc{ETHICALCOFFEE.NET}, http://www.ethicalcoffee.net/direct.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).
proceeds of a sale directly to the producer instead of an intermediate distributor.\textsuperscript{279} Direct Trade advocates are concerned about insufficient Fair Trade premiums for coffee farmers, marginal differences in prices comparing Fair Trade–certified coffee to conventional coffee, that Fair Trade certification creates a middle person, and that certification is expensive for small producers.\textsuperscript{280}

Direct Trade organizations differ in their approaches.\textsuperscript{281} As Green as it Gets (“AGAIG”), a non-profit organization operating in Guatemala, eschews certification altogether, relying on personal relationships and transparency to build connections between producers and buyers.\textsuperscript{282} Through AGAIG’s Direct Trade approach, the farmer receives every penny.\textsuperscript{283} Their coffee sells for $12.25 per pound in the U.S. because of costs to ship to a distribution point in the U.S., and the farmer still receives approximately $8 per pound.\textsuperscript{284} The $8 is not pure profit, though, because there are many expenses involved in cultivating coffee. Nevertheless, it is a much more profitable business model for coffee farmers as compared to either conventional pricing or even Fair Trade pricing.

In contrast, Intelligentsia Coffee\textsuperscript{285} and Counter Culture Direct Trade\textsuperscript{286} each offer a certification program. Intelligentsia handles certification by sending an inspector at least once each year to each coffee cooperative.\textsuperscript{287} It pays the farmers twenty-five percent more than the Fair Trade price set by FLO, but it does not address environmental issues.\textsuperscript{288}

\textsuperscript{279} Id. This is a goal of Fair Trade. See, e.g., 10 Principles of Fair Trade, WORLD FAIR TRADE ORG. (Oct. 6, 2011), http://www.wfto.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=2&Itemid=14.

\textsuperscript{280} For a discussion of the various approaches taken by organizations that call their programs “Direct Trade,” see id.

\textsuperscript{281} For an article discussing several Direct Trade companies, including Counter Culture Direct Trade and Intelligentsia Coffee, see Peter Meehan, To Burundi and Beyond for Coffee’s Holy Grail, N.Y.TIMES (Sept. 12, 2007), http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/12/dining/12coff.html?_r=0.

\textsuperscript{282} For information about AGAIG, see AS GREEN AS IT GETS, http://www.asgreenasitgets.org/ (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).


\textsuperscript{284} See id.


\textsuperscript{286} See Counter Culture Direct Trade, COUNTER CULTURE COFFEE, http://counterculturecoffee.com/direct-trade (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).

\textsuperscript{287} Direct Trade: How We Buy Coffee, INTELLIGENTSIA COFFEE, http://www.intelligentsia coffee.com/content/direct-trade (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).

\textsuperscript{288} Id.
For comparison, Counter Culture Coffee offers “Counter Culture Direct Trade Certification.”\(^{289}\) Counter Culture hires Quality Certification Services (“QCS”) to do inspections.\(^{290}\) QCS is an organization authorized by the United States Department of Agriculture (“USDA”) for inspections for certification of organics.\(^{291}\) Counter Culture sets a minimum price; it is currently $1.60 U.S. per pound.\(^{292}\) Going beyond the practices of Fair Trade, it also establishes quality standards. Unlike Intelligentsia Direct Trade, Counter Culture does not talk about environmental standards nor does it address labor standards. Unlike the traditional Fair Trade model (the one predating Fair Trade USA programs to certify plantations), Counter Culture does not require growers belong to a cooperative.\(^{293}\)

2. Other Labels

Consumers face an increasing number of choices in addition to the Direct Trade label. For example, Level Ground Trading, a company that sells coffee and other products such as dried fruits, calls itself a Direct Fair Trade company.\(^{294}\) Additionally, there are many small companies that are coining their own labels. “Partnership Coffee” is sold by Uncommon Grounds Coffee Roasters of Saugatuck, Michigan, which sells coffee from countries around the world.\(^{295}\) Simpatico Coffee, a roaster also based in Michigan which obtains all of its coffee from small farms in Mexico, calls its product “Nice Coffee.”\(^{296}\) As the labels proliferate, consumers may become increasingly confused if they do not have a reliable connection with the seller. To make fully informed decisions, consumers need credible information about the seller’s practices.

F. Certifications That Compete with Fair Trade and its Cousins

Across the world, consumers are faced with multiple competing ethically based labels and certification programs. Many of them address

\(^{289}\) Counter Culture Direct Trade, supra note 286.  
\(^{290}\) Id.  
\(^{291}\) Id.  
\(^{292}\) Id.  
\(^{293}\) See Direct Trade, supra note 287.  
\(^{294}\) See Direct Fair Trade, LEVEL GROUND TRADING, http://www.levelground.com/about/direct/ (last visited Apr. 9, 2013). Among the practices that distinguish its products from those with certification from Fair Trade USA is that it emphasizes work with small farmers, defining small farms as those with twelve acres (five hectares) of land or less. Id.  
one aspect of the Triple Bottom Line, but not all three legs as is true of Fair Trade. The Rainforest Alliance is one example; its work is valuable and important, but, with its focus on the environmental leg of the Triple Bottom Line, its reach is far more narrow than that of Fair Trade organizations. The Rainforest Alliance was formed in 1986 in response to massive loss of rainforest across the world. Daniel Katz, who later served as chairperson of the group, and a group of volunteers held a conference which later became known as the first meeting of the Rainforest Alliance. The group launched its sustainable forestry program in 1989 and quickly added a focus on sustainable farming. During the early 1990s, some rainforests in Indonesia, Honduras, Mexico, and Belize were certified as sustainable according to the standards laid out by the Rainforest Alliance. Next, the group began to certify banana farms in Costa Rica and Hawaii. By 2000, fifteen percent of the world’s bananas came from farms certified by the Rainforest Alliance. Since its inception, the group has expanded its certifications to include coffee, tea, bananas, paper, pencils, cattle, biofuel, and tourism. The certification should be familiar to many consumers because as of 2010, American Airlines began to serve only Rainforest Alliance–certified coffee. Additionally, highly visible companies including McDonald’s, Holiday Inn, and Whole Foods Market offer at least some Rainforest Alliance–certified coffees. The major coffee chain, Caribou Coffee, recently converted to 100% Rainforest Alliance–certified coffee.

Rainforest Alliance is one among many eco-labels food. The Organic Monitor says that over 200 seals and labels with some kind of ethical, ecological, or sustainability programs or certifications are offered in the global food industry alone. The complication, however, is that a majority
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304 25 Years of Conservation, supra note 298. It is fun to note that the final book in the Harry Potter series, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, was printed with sixty-five percent of its paper certified by the Rainforest Alliance. Id.
of the general public does not realize that Rainforest Alliance and many other certifications cover a far less broad base in terms of the Triple Bottom Line as compared to Fair Trade certification. Therefore, Rainforest Alliance and others that are more narrow in their focus should work with Fair Trade certifiers expand their standards and harmonize them with those of Fair Trade.

G. Sellers that Opt Out of Labeling Programs

In the face of competing labels and changes in Fair Trade certification by Fair Trade USA and other certifying organizations, some committed Fair Trade companies are simply turning away from the use of third party labels. Dean Cycon, founder of the Fair Trade coffee roasting company Dean’s Beans, posted the following on his website:

> These days, words like Fair Trade, Sustainably Sourced, or Farmer Friendly can be found on almost every bag of coffee out there. Could it really be true that all coffee is now sourced with respect to farmers and the environment? Have we come this far in creating trade justice?

As you might guess, unfortunately the answer is no. What’s happened is that large corporations and small companies alike have discovered that there is money to be made by claiming sustainability, Fair Trade etc., and that there aren’t any hard and fast regulations to make them actually practice what they advertise. Some companies may be well intentioned, but instead of doing actual research or getting to know their farmers, they jump onto the Fair Trade bandwagon and hang on tight, assuming that that is ‘good enough’. Other companies, especially the big boys, aren’t committed to fairness at all, just profits, and jump on the bandwagon because their market researchers tell them it’s time.307

Although Dean’s Beans participated in several Fair Trade labeling initiatives in the past, it now performs its own stringent Fair Trade audit and

practices transparency by posting extensive information on its website.\footnote{Dean’s Beans Fair Trade Audit, DEAN’S BEANS, http://www.deansbeans.com/coffee/fair_trade_roadmap/audit.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2013).} For example, it purchases all of its coffee from certified organic FLO cooperatives, and payment is always at or above the international Fair Trade coffee price.\footnote{Fair Trade Roadmap, supra note 307.} It gives an additional six cents per pound social premium for farmers to use as they choose, and it pays for an independent public audit by Quality Assurance International.\footnote{Id.} That audit is posted on the Dean’s Beans website.\footnote{Id.}

H. Problems Related to Changes in Existing Certification Programs and Creation of New Programs

Changes in certification systems are likely to increase costs for producers and Fair Trade companies. Moreover, as consumers are faced with increasing numbers of labels and programs, they are likely to be confused and even become skeptical.\footnote{Phillip H. Howard & Daniel Jaffee, Tensions Between Firm Size and Sustainability Goals: Fair Trade Coffee in the United States, 2013 SUSTAINABILITY 72 (2013).} In light of the many decades of hard work among mission-oriented Fair Trade advocates, it is important to avoid erosion of consumer confidence.\footnote{Id.}

Some mainstays in the Fair Trade movement are upset by Fair Trade USA’s decision to certify plantations. One of them is Equal Exchange, the largest 100% Fair Trade firm in the United States.\footnote{Id.} Equal Exchange quit buying Fair Trade USA–certified coffee and began to try to convince other companies to do the same.\footnote{Id.} Rodney North of Equal Exchange explains his company’s strong stance stating that “small farmer cooperatives were the co-creators of fair trade; to now take it and change it in a way that threatens their viability is unacceptable.”\footnote{Id.} The company has also campaigned actively to convince other large coffee distributors to move from Fair Trade USA.\footnote{Id.} Equal Exchange met with executives of Green Mountain Coffee in an attempt to convince them to do so.\footnote{Id.} When those talks failed, Equal Exchange took out a full page ad in Vermont’s largest
newspaper to publicly continue its efforts to convince Green Mountain to leave Fair Trade USA. Meanwhile, Equal Exchange currently purchases Fair Trade coffees certified by FLO, Fair for Life, and FUNDEPO.

III. WHAT FAIR TRADE ADVOCATES SHOULD DO

This section outlines ways in which Fair Trade advocates should proceed to help the Fair Trade movement progress and solidify. These recommendations relate to the need to focus on producers, clarify motives of those who sell Fair Trade products, and strengthen Fair Trade’s public image.

A. Renewed Focus on Needs of Producers

Equal Exchange is adamant in its support of small producers. New directions for Fair Trade are eroding the rights of marginalized small producers for whom Fair Trade was originally created.

We can all go and read different definitions of Fair Trade. Fair Trade is for small farmers and small producers who are democratically organized. If you take the democracy out you have traditional aid or [W]orld [B]ank development or what the TransFair USA and the European certifiers are now trying to call fair trade. And fair trade is about access for those small producers. By slowly developing over time at significant risk small farmers and producers can build solidarity networks and enter commercial supply chains. When they succeed at this there are benefits or positive development for their communities. That’s what fair trade is all about. If you want the fastest supply chain that produces the most tea or coffee or bananas at commercial terms you have entered into some socially responsible product world of which there are many examples. It just ain’t fair trade, and it won’t have the same positive benefits.

---
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B. **Clarify Motives of Companies that Offer Fair Trade Products**

To better understand why there is dissent within the Fair Trade movement, it is important to identify values and goals of the companies that offer Fair Trade products.

Some companies continue to enter the Fair Trade movement as a mission, just as was true in the early days of Fair Trade. For example, Alta Gracia is a company that demonstrates grassroots efforts by a mission-driven company and its customers, many of whom are college students.\(^{323}\) Alta Gracia was founded by Knights Apparel of South Carolina in 2010.\(^{324}\) It is a mission-driven company that manufactures sweatshirts and shirts licensed by universities.\(^{325}\) The company promotes economic stability and social equity for its workers by paying three times the minimum wage in the Dominican Republic.\(^{326}\) The company depends on university students around the United States who convince their schools to offer Alta Gracia products.\(^{327}\) Currently, Duke University is one of its largest customers, and others include North Carolina, Washington University, Wisconsin, New York University, and Notre Dame.\(^{328}\)

On the other hand, companies like Walmart and Starbucks have entered the market in limited ways that reflect a response to market demands, not a core mission.\(^{329}\)

C. **Clarify the Image Presented to the Public: Quality and Type of Goods**

Unfortunately some people assume that Fair Trade goods do not meet the quality standards of conventional goods. In fact, some may view them as cheap products targeted to young people or even “hippies” who are not among mainstream consumers. The Urban Dictionary, a web-based dictionary of slang words and phrases in popular culture, even mentions
Fair Trade in its definition of “hippie.” It says, “‘hippie,’ can be used as a shrug off to someone, or as a label of being ‘free spirited,’ or having ‘alternative views.’” It goes on to say that hippies prefer Fair Trade and family businesses over mainstream companies.

Fair Trade companies are aware of this unwarranted stigma. In fact, Fair Trade products are often of higher quality than conventional goods. The Fair Trade Resource Network, devoted to education and discussion of Fair Trade, lists “Top 10 Reasons to Support Fair Trade” including that Fair Trade goods are high quality and that Fair Trade foods are fresh, safe, and cultivated in sustainable ways.

IV. Recommendations

“The truth is that fair trade is still very much in its infancy.” Participants’ motivations and goals vary and, as a result, there are many competing practices within Fair Trade. The Fair Trade movement must move forward in new directions. Therefore, Fair Trade participants should be allowed time to explore options through discussion and by experience in the marketplace. This section examines the role of government, and the need for different kinds of Fair Trade labels, consumer education, and transparency.

A. Should Government Certify Fair Trade?

One possible route for Fair Trade would be to turn over certification to government. In the 1980s, the U.S. organic movement worked with the U.S. government to create a public-private partnership for certification of organics. A comparison of Fair Trade to organics is highly relevant because the two movements have much in common, and a great
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deal of Fair Trade–certified coffee is also organic certified.\textsuperscript{340} Government certification has some advantages, but has proven to be an unsatisfactory path for organics certification.

1. Advantages

There are potential advantages to U.S. government certification of Fair Trade in the face of competing certification schemes, and the organics movement serves as a model for the potential consequences of such action. The USDA took over certification of organics in the midst of competition among many organics certifiers.\textsuperscript{341} Their goals were to harmonize standards and third party verification systems and gain consumer confidence in the organics label.\textsuperscript{342} The main advantage for organics was a harmonization of standards.\textsuperscript{343} The USDA program could serve as a model for Fair Trade certification, thus side-stepping current turmoil in the Fair Trade movement.\textsuperscript{344} This model is a logical one because Fair Trade and organic certification programs promote similar goals: to protect the land and workers.\textsuperscript{345} Harmonization could save time and money for producers because a single program would eliminate the need to do research and choose among competing programs.\textsuperscript{346} Nevertheless, it is not a desirable model, for reasons discussed below.

2. Disadvantages

Organics certification by the USDA has been highly controversial.\textsuperscript{347} Some support it with reservations and others are deeply upset by the way it reduces organics certification to a low common denominator.\textsuperscript{348}

Michael Sligh, founding director of the USDA/National Organics Standards Board, takes the position that on the whole, USDA certification has been a positive move.\textsuperscript{349} He states that

\begin{quote}
[t]he governmental definition was narrower than the community definition and specifically left out the fairness to
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[340] Id.
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\item[343] See Sligh, supra note 338.
\item[344] See Mumford, supra note 342.
\item[345] Id.
\item[346] Id.
\item[347] Id.
\item[348] See Sligh, supra note 338.
\item[349] Id.
\end{footnotes}
farmers and workers, research, promotion and energy-efficiency. What we had hoped to be the “floor” under standards also became for practical purposes the “ceiling” and driving up standards is very slow and difficult and is not pro-active in signaling market directions.\footnote{Sligh acknowledges that the Fair Trade movement is at a crossroads as Fairtrade USA separates from FLO.  He notes that the Fair Trade and organic movements can help each other, in that Fair Trade includes the notions of fairness that were set aside when the government stepped into organics certification. Therefore, he suggests that fairness be brought into organics “through the marketplace and outside of the federal process” in light of the “enduring value” of Fair Trade.}

Sligh acknowledges that the Fair Trade movement is at a crossroads as Fairtrade USA separates from FLO.\footnote{Sligh acknowledges that the Fair Trade movement is at a crossroads as Fairtrade USA separates from FLO. He notes that the Fair Trade and organic movements can help each other, in that Fair Trade includes the notions of fairness that were set aside when the government stepped into organics certification. Therefore, he suggests that fairness be brought into organics “through the marketplace and outside of the federal process” in light of the “enduring value” of Fair Trade.} He notes that the Fair Trade and organic movements can help each other, in that Fair Trade includes the notions of fairness that were set aside when the government stepped into organics certification.\footnote{Sligh acknowledges that the Fair Trade movement is at a crossroads as Fairtrade USA separates from FLO. He notes that the Fair Trade and organic movements can help each other, in that Fair Trade includes the notions of fairness that were set aside when the government stepped into organics certification. Therefore, he suggests that fairness be brought into organics “through the marketplace and outside of the federal process” in light of the “enduring value” of Fair Trade.} Therefore, he suggests that fairness be brought into organics “through the marketplace and outside of the federal process” in light of the “enduring value” of Fair Trade.\footnote{Sligh acknowledges that the Fair Trade movement is at a crossroads as Fairtrade USA separates from FLO. He notes that the Fair Trade and organic movements can help each other, in that Fair Trade includes the notions of fairness that were set aside when the government stepped into organics certification. Therefore, he suggests that fairness be brought into organics “through the marketplace and outside of the federal process” in light of the “enduring value” of Fair Trade.}

Other commentators take a dimmer view of the effectiveness of the USDA program. Daniel Jaffee and Phillip Howard have conducted extensive research on coffee and Fair Trade standards.\footnote{Other commentators take a dimmer view of the effectiveness of the USDA program. Daniel Jaffee and Phillip Howard have conducted extensive research on coffee and Fair Trade standards.} They point to two events that were highly significant in the world of organics regulation.\footnote{Other commentators take a dimmer view of the effectiveness of the USDA program. Daniel Jaffee and Phillip Howard have conducted extensive research on coffee and Fair Trade standards.} In October of 2005, the Fairtrade Foundation in the United Kingdom granted the use of its FAIRTRADE mark to Nestlé for one line of coffee to be sold in British grocery stores.\footnote{Other commentators take a dimmer view of the effectiveness of the USDA program. Daniel Jaffee and Phillip Howard have conducted extensive research on coffee and Fair Trade standards.} In November of that year, the U.S. Congress approved the “Organic Trade Association Rider” in response to heavy lobbying by agribusiness firms.\footnote{Other commentators take a dimmer view of the effectiveness of the USDA program. Daniel Jaffee and Phillip Howard have conducted extensive research on coffee and Fair Trade standards.} The rider overturned a federal court ruling and significantly weakened USDA Organic Standards.\footnote{Other commentators take a dimmer view of the effectiveness of the USDA program. Daniel Jaffee and Phillip Howard have conducted extensive research on coffee and Fair Trade standards.} In response, consumers and activists protested that organics standards had been sold out to corporations that want to render the standards toothless.\footnote{Other commentators take a dimmer view of the effectiveness of the USDA program. Daniel Jaffee and Phillip Howard have conducted extensive research on coffee and Fair Trade standards.}

A writer for Organics Consumers interviewed various organic farmers who contend that USDA certification allows agribusiness to capitalize on the growing popularity of organics and take market share away from small farmers.\footnote{A writer for Organics Consumers interviewed various organic farmers who contend that USDA certification allows agribusiness to capitalize on the growing popularity of organics and take market share away from small farmers.} Organic blueberry farmer Arthur Harvey sued the USDA
over what he believes to be loophole-filled organics guidelines that benefit factory farmers. He expresses objections raised by many small organics farmers. John Fromer, a MOFGA-certified grower who runs Appleton Ridge Flower & Vegetable Farm in Appleton asks “What’s the other 5%, heavy metals? It’s either 100% organic or it’s not, if you ask me.” He adds, “I think the word ‘organic’ has been abused to the point where it has no meaning anymore.” Another objection is that there are four different labels with the word organic on them. Observers point out that organics certification is biased toward large scale production and leaves out small farmers. This should serve as a caution to Fair Trade advocates who are concerned about protecting small producers.

3. The U.S. Should Follow Europe’s Example

Governmental bodies in the European Union, where Fair Trade has a more solid base than in the U.S., have taken a limited approach, to intervention in Fair Trade, emphasizing support for, but not intervening in, certification programs. In its May 5, 2009 Communication on Fair Trade, the European Commission acknowledged that the existence of many different types of private programs can contribute to sustainability, but it pointed out that the multiplicity creates the risk of consumer confusion. The Commission observed that consumers would benefit from these private schemes working in concert, especially with regards to “arriving at a common understanding of what basic process requirements, such as independent monitoring, are reasonable to expect.” However, the Commission found that there was not reason enough to intervene with the private labeling schemes. The European Union should continue that approach, and the U.S. should follow that lead by refraining from taking over Fair Trade certification.
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B. Limited Role for Government

The U.S. Federal Trade Representative (“USTR”) should establish a website documenting Fair Trade sales between the United States and countries with which it has free trade agreements.371 The USTR should maintain two lists of Fair Trade organizations.372 One list would identify companies selling goods certified by FLO or one of its affiliates.373 Fair for Life and the Small Producers’ Organization certifications should be added to that list. The second list would list Monitored Fair Trade Organizations as identified by the WTFO or its affiliates.374

The U.S. federal government should also give preference to bids from Fair Trade suppliers in its procurement contracts, so long as the goods meet government specifications.375 Fair Trade goods should be defined as those certified by FLO, Fair Trade USA, the IMO, or the Small Producer’s Association.

C. Create Differing Fair Trade Certification Labels and Educate the Public

It is time to acknowledge the fact that Fair Trade has been split into two categories: mission-based Fair Trade and Fair Trade that is mixed with conventional Fair Trade.377 The two views cannot be reconciled under one kind of certification.378 Rudi Dalvai, a co-founder of the European Fair Trade association, observes:

Fair Trade certification and labeling initiatives are proceeding in a "zig zag" way, trying to keep together both the traditional Fair Trade movement (the base they don't want to lose) and large commercial licensees, who are repeatedly trying to control and water down Fair Trade principles.379
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Currently, consumers may misinterpret Fair Trade labels. A Fair Trade label may indicate that the product includes only one Fair Trade ingredient. Further, most consumers are unaware of the differences between and among Fair Trade certifications such as those of Fair Trade USA, FLO, and the IMO.

Therefore, labeling and education should be improved to convey differences to consumers quickly and easily. The Fair World Project correctly calls on Fair Trade USA, to create a labeling program that does not allow a fair trade seal to appear on the front of packaging unless a majority of the product is fair trade; and clearly identifies fair trade ingredients on the front of packaging and whether the product contains coffee or cocoa from plantations.

The recommendations below apply to all Fair Trade certifiers.

First, it is important to create seals that clearly label a product as 100% Fair Trade as compared to products that only include some Fair Trade ingredients. Even by a five percent rule that allows other “minor” ingredients is troubling. The Fair World Project calls on Fair Trade USA to prohibit a Fair Trade seal on the front of a product unless a “majority” of the product is Fair Trade. A better rule would require any product that is not 100% Fair Trade to indicate Fair Trade ingredients on a product ingredient list on the back or side of a package. Further, the exact percentage of total Fair Trade ingredients by volume or weight should be stated on that ingredients list. All Fair Trade programs should implement labels to distinguish and reward the efforts of committed companies. Differing labels will also help consumers distinguish products that include only one Fair Trade ingredient from those that include all or a majority of Fair Trade components. Distinct seals are needed, not just words of explanation, to give consumers a way to choose between such products efficiently.

384 See infra Part IV.D.
Second, Fair Trade USA now allows coffee plantations to be certified.\textsuperscript{386} In principle, Equal Exchange and the Fair World Project are correct that plantations should not be certified.\textsuperscript{387} Facing reality, however, they are not going to win their campaigns in the face of far more wealthy conventional businesses that want a Fair Trade label for their plantation-sourced coffee.\textsuperscript{388} Therefore, it is essential that Fair Trade USA and any other organizations certify plantation-grown products, clearly indicate that fact on their label. This is simple transparency that will give consumers the opportunity to make an informed choice.

Third, Fair Trade certifiers should create a designation for a company such as Indigenous that has adopted Fair Trade throughout its supply chain. In this case, two labels are not needed. A second label might convey a negative message about Fair Trade if consumers see messages highlighting the fact that a product is not part of a Fair Trade supply chain. Yet companies that bring Fair Trade into all of their operations should be recognized by an additional designation on the fair trade label. A supply chain that is completely Fair Trade should be the ultimate goal in the world of Fair Trade, but the movement is not ready for that as of 2013.

\textbf{D. Consumer Education and Transparency}

Research, consumer education, and transparency are essential tools. The following are recommendations for achieving these ends.

1. Research on Fair Trade Participants

More information is needed about the perspectives of producers and plantation workers and whether their needs are being met in the midst of mainstreaming.

This can be accomplished through various means. Funds should be made available to non-profit institutions that gather and disseminate information and research on Fair Trade.\textsuperscript{389} The U.S. government should
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allocate funds for such research to the FTRN because it is already a repository for Fair Trade research. The FTRN is an apt choice because its focus is purely educational. A second set of funding should be allocated through the U.S. Department of Education, Title VI for International Business Education. This is compatible with its funding for research oriented toward increasing international trade for the United States.390 Such funds are administered through Centers for International Business Education and Research (“CIBER”).391

There are several advantages to this. First, CIBERs are pre-established and a new office would not be needed.392 Second, this research would place Fair Trade among other international business initiatives, giving it visibility that may increase motivation for professors from various disciplines to generate information and understanding in the area.

2. Consumer Education

Fair Trade education must continue and expand. Citizens need to understand what Fair Trade is so that they can make informed choices in the marketplace.393 This section explores some ways to educate citizens. Fair Trade advocates are working to engage people around the world through local events that are fun, playful, and engaging for people of various ages.394 They use channels such as websites and Facebook pages.395

The Fairtrade Fortnight is an annual event designed to educate the public about Fair Trade’s goals and practices, promote its products, and encourage support for the movement. The first Fairtrade Fortnight was held in Scotland in 1995.396 The 2012 Fair Trade Fortnight was held from February 27 to March 11 in cities across the world.397 The events include taste testing, fairs, and guest speakers.398 The theme was “Take a Step
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for Fairtrade,” where a “step” is any action that supports Fair Trade. For example, a consumer might go to a coffee shop and ask for Fair Trade coffee. Organizers set a goal for 1.5 million steps around the world toward Fair Trade.

Chicago, Illinois obtained the Fair Trade City designation in 2011; it is currently the second largest Fair Trade city in the world and hosts an annual Fair Trade Day. The 2012 Chicago Fair Trade day included over twenty Fair Trade vendors, music, and various speakers. Coffee producers from Guatemala spoke about Fair Trade growth, while representatives from Dr. Bronner’s Magic Soaps and Mindful Metropolis talked about their respective companies. The day-long annual event in Daley Plaza in downtown Chicago is designed to raise public awareness of Fair Trade goods and increase their availability.

The Go Bananas Challenge is a fun and creative annual two-week-long event. Held in October, the event promotes Fair Trade through banana-themed events. Originating in the UK, it now extends to the United States. Events educate the public about the benefits of Fair Trade while providing them with information about how to bring Fair Trade bananas to their local supermarkets. They sponsor competitions for Fair Trade towns, cities, colleges, and universities. For example, Boston and Penn State Brandywine won the 2012 competition, and organizers
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received free Ben & Jerry’s ice cream. Fair Trade Boston participants ate 1167 bananas. They made presentations to five elementary school classrooms, and they helped Ben & Jerry’s shops switch to Fair Trade bananas for their banana splits.

Ben & Jerry’s and Fairtrade International USA ("FIU") are working to educate the public about Fair Trade. They will hold a stakeholder summit early in 2013. Ben & Jerry’s participates in both international and domestic Fairtrade celebrations throughout the year, and uses social media and its website to educate “fans” about Fair Trade.

3. Transparency

Information posted on the Internet and the use of QR codes to access the Internet are powerful tools that enable consumers to make informed decisions in their purchases.

Ben & Jerry’s is among those companies that post extensive information about their producers, products, and sustainability efforts. It has committed to exclusive use of Fair Trade ingredients in its ice creams by 2013. Ben & Jerry’s practices transparency by listing on its website its various ice cream flavors with information about the ingredients in each that are Fair Trade.

Some smaller companies are even more transparent. For example, Higher Grounds of Traverse City, Michigan is part of Cooperative Coffees, a group of twenty-three Fair Trade coffee roasters in the United States.
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420 See Fair Trade Flavors, BEN & JERRY’S HOMEMADE ICE CREAM, http://www.benjerry.com/activism/inside-the-pint/fair-trade (last visited Apr. 9, 2013) for a list of ice creams and the Fair Trade ingredients of each Ben and Jerry’s flavor.
and Canada. The members emphasize transparency, and are dedicated to finding innovative ways to be sustainable in their operations. They maintain a website called Fair Trade Proof, through which every shipment of coffee can be traced, giving origins, price, and organic and Fair Trade Certification documents. This complete transparency should be emulated by all Fair Trade producers and should be the goal in all trade. As a start, Fair Trade certifying organizations should strongly encourage all companies that use their services to use the Internet to make such information available to the public. Ultimately, Fair Trade certification standards should require the use of the Internet to reveal this information as a requirement for continuing certification.

A QR code is a type of bar-code that is readily scanned by QR scanners or mobile phones. It originated in Japan in the automotive industry but caught on in the United States because of its ability to store virtually all types of data. Today, QR codes are used by a few Fair Trade companies to make it easy for their customers to find information about their supply chain and the people who make their products. Indigenous is a Fair Trade apparel company. As of 2010, it obtained a Program-Related Investment (“PRI”) Fund loan that it is using to develop a Fair Trace Tool. The tool allows shoppers to scan a hang tag with a QR code to learn where the garment originated, who produced it, and how its fibers were cultivated. It also gives details about the social impact of the garment. All Fair Trade producers and sellers should develop and use QR codes. In the near future, Fair Trade certifiers should require QR codes as a condition of certification.

E. Vigilance to Protect Name of Fair Trade

Use of litigation to protect the good name of Fair Trade may become more feasible if certification criteria are harmonized in the future. Litigation brought by Dr. Bronner’s Magic Soaps against thirteen cosmetics
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companies for their misleading use of the term “organics” on their products provides a model. The lawsuit was filed in 2008 in San Francisco, California against well-known companies including Kiss My Face, Estee Lauder, and the Hain Celestial Group. Dr. Bronner’s was able to go to the USDA, which offers organics certification in this country, for support in its claim.

At the present, it would be difficult for plaintiffs to make a significant impact through such lawsuits for two reasons. First, the USDA offers organics certification but there is no government certification for Fair Trade. Second, Fair Trade certification programs are divergent in their practices at the present. If private certification programs are harmonized in the future, litigation may become a more powerful too.

**F. Why the Recommendations Make Sense**

It’s all about trust. That is why education and transparency are at the heart of Fair Trade and programs such as Direct Trade that share Fair Trade’s values and goals.

Whether in the case of Intelligentsia’s Direct Trade label specifically, or other coffee roasters and vendors in general, the consumer must believe in the company. If you trust the company to stick to its own standards, without third-party certification (and if you agree with their standards), then all’s well.

Regardless of the certification or label on a product or something else, trust is essential.

Government budgets are shrinking. Therefore, it would not be advisable to rely on government regulation to make decisions about Fair Trade for consumers. A benefit is that minimal government intervention encourages consumers to take personal responsibility for their purchasing decisions. Fair Trade organizations and sellers, educational institutions, and government should educate citizens about Fair Trade and related
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ethically oriented labels. Sellers and certifiers should follow the example of those Fair Trade organizations such as Equal Exchange, Indigenous, and Higher Grounds that are highly transparent with respect to the sourcing of their product and payments to participants in the supply chain.

If a consumer finds one coffee company and determines that company is indeed holding itself to Fair Trade’s practices and principles, that person can and should continue to purchase that product. In other words, a plethora of offerings does not compel a consumer to learn about every brand of coffee (or any other product) that is available. There is plenty of room in the Fair Trade market for individual decision-making in the absence of standardized Fair Trade certification. Moreover, in some instances, the consumer may identify non-certified products that are produced under even more stringent criteria than those required for Fair Trade certification or membership in the WFTF or FTF.

Much of this is related to community, which can be local as well as global. In our local communities, a citizen can purchase vegetables from a local farmer that are not organic-certified but are produced in conformity of the practices and goals of organic farming. Even without certification, based on personal interaction and proximity to the farm, the consumer can know that he or she is purchasing products that are free from pesticides and that workers have been treated fairly.

In Fair Trade, the producer is often across the country from the consumer, or even in another country. Yet, community can be established across the globe through the Internet, travel, and personal relationships. For example, the small Fair Trade organization Esperanza en Acción operates from the East Lansing area in Michigan. Many of its volunteers have visited with producers in Nicaragua. They come back with firsthand knowledge of the Fair Trade practices of Esperanza and share that information with family, friends, and local community members. They maintain contact and a sense of community. Thus, a community link between people of East Lansing, Michigan and Managua, Nicaragua is established and nurtured.

G. Allow the Fair Trade Movement to Mature

The Fair Trade movement needs time to mature and gain support from those who share similar goals. Leaders in the organics movement are taking steps to bring Fair Trade into community dialogue. “With

most eco-labels representing some ethical or sustainability attributes, a wider question is whether a new umbrella eco-label will eventually emerge and integrate existing ones.\textsuperscript{433} The Organic Monitor hosted a Sustainable Foods Summit in January of 2013.\textsuperscript{434} Leading organizations involved in eco-labeling at the summit included: FLO, Fair Trade USA, Rainforest Alliance, Oregon Tilth, Demeter USA, Certified Humane, Bird Friendly Coffee, Food Alliance, Carbon Free, Non-GMO Project Verified, and others.\textsuperscript{435} The summit provided an opportunity for these leading organizations to share data on Fair Trade, organic, and other eco-labels, discuss common objectives, and work toward harmonization of their policies and practices.\textsuperscript{436}

Publications such as the Organic Monitor and organizations including The Fair World Project, FLO, the Fair Trade Resource Network can help the Fair Trade movement through its current state of metamorphosis. A solid coalition of groups would have the potential to take a prominent role in the pursuit of Fair Trade and sustainable markets.\textsuperscript{437}

CONCLUSION

Fair Trade is a fast growing, grassroots-based tool that promotes sustainable development through the three legs of the Triple Bottom Line: economy, social equity, and environment. As Fair Trade becomes part of mainstream business, however, it is suffering from growing pains. This Article explores cross currents in Fair Trade, looks at possible directions for the movement, and recommends ways to move forward.

This Article provides a definition of Fair Trade, outlines its history, and explains how the Fair Trade certification system has evolved. It also demonstrates how Fair Trade promotes sustainability in each of the three legs of the Triple Bottom Line. Next, it discusses the motivations of Fair Trade sellers. Sellers range from mission-driven companies that were founded for the purpose of helping marginalized producers in developing regions to conventional companies that are entering Fair Trade in response to market demands and focus primarily on certification programs.
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This Article also explores current trends in Fair Trade. Fair Trade USA has separated from FLO, thus triggering much dissent among Fair Trade advocates. Many Fair Trade producers and sellers fear that Fair Trade USA’s certification of plantations will marginalize the small producers for whom Fair Trade was created. Small producers fear that Fair Trade certification standards will be lowered to allow major, conventional companies to dilute the norms of Fair Trade and minimize its impact on trade in general.

In the midst of this divide, Fair Trade sellers are moving to newer certification programs such as Fair for Life, and the Small Producers’ Organization. Moreover, new cousins to Fair Trade are being created, such as Direct Trade. These programs share many, but not all, of Fair Trade’s goals and practices. As labels and programs proliferate, it becomes increasingly difficult for even highly motivated consumers to make informed choices.

Fair Trade has begun to help alleviate the economic, environmental and social equity disparities that exist when we compare consumers of developed countries with producers of developing regions. But, the process is still in its infancy. This Article examines possible directions for Fair Trade, explains why some options for Fair Trade should be rejected, and recommends best options to support continued, healthy growth of Fair Trade. Those recommendations focus on participants in the Fair Trade movement. Therefore, small producers should be kept fully in the circle of Fair Trade decision-making, and their partnerships with mission-based Fair Trade companies must be protected and nurtured. Transparency and education are essential to help consumers learn about Fair Trade and choose products based on reliable and harmonized sets of information about products.

Additionally, Fair Trade sellers should be identified in ways that clarify their level of commitment to Fair Trade. Mission-based companies need and deserve support because of their focus on education and partnerships with producers. Their efforts should be recognized through labels that distinguish between various levels of commitment to Fair Trade. Labels should distinguish products based on several criteria. First, is the product 100% Fair Trade or does it include only one or a small percentage of Fair Trade ingredients? Second, does the company offer only Fair Trade products or just a few product lines that are Fair Trade? Third, does the company’s entire supply chain follow Fair Trade principles? Companies that offer a single product line or perhaps a product with only a portion of Fair Trade ingredients should be recognized for their early steps and be encouraged to participate more extensively in Fair Trade. Nevertheless, clear
labeling to designate the company’s level of participation in Fair Trade, will enable consumers to choose companies and products that are more fully Fair Trade, and market forces can continue to propel the movement.

Finally, government’s role should be minimized. Through policy making and spending on research and education, the government can support Fair Trade without directing its course. Fair Trade should not go the way of organics, a movement that turned to government regulation to resolve problems resulting from competing certification programs and labels.

In summary, Fair Trade needs time to mature and develop with support of consumers, sellers, and government, but that development should be free from government mandates. Fair Trade is a valuable tool that promotes economic, social, and environmental sustainability, and its current growth should be nurtured and protected. As Fair Trade develops, its advocates must continue to work to bring divergent voices together toward a common goal: to make all trade fair.